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Abstract: 

Atmospheric pollution in urban areas is mainly caused by the transportation sector. One possibility to reduce 
this contribution is to switch to electric or hybrid vehicles, which are characterized by null or significantly re-
duced emission at the end-of-pipe, i.e. operation. However, additional components are required for realizing 
electric and hybrid vehicles and on a life cycle perspective the effectiveness of switching towards these solu-
tions should be assessed. With this purpose, in this study, four types of vehicles were compared by Life Cy-
cle Assessment: a conventional gasoline vehicle; a pure electric vehicle; a plug-in hybrid gasoline-electric 
vehicle; a plug-in hybrid fuel cell-battery vehicle. The considered electric and hybrid vehicles were obtained 
by repowering a conventional vehicle. This way, the attention can be focused only on the powertrain differ-
ences and inefficiencies, with the added value of avoiding further assumptions. The selected impact indica-
tors for reporting the Life Cycle Assessment results are Cumulative Energy Demand and Climate Change. 
For the conventional gasoline vehicle, almost the entire values calculated for Climate Change and Cumula-
tive Energy Demand indicators are due to the fuel use (more than 99%). For the electric and hybrid vehicles, 
this contribution is reduced in the range 70-91% (depending on the vehicle and on the indicator), as the con-
struction phase, dominated by the battery manufacturing process and fuel cell manufacturing processes, 
conquers a higher relative importance. 
Nevertheless, the electric and hybrid vehicles allow for a significative reduction, in the range 29-48% (de-
pending on the type of vehicle and on the indicator), of Climate Change and Cumulative Energy Demand 
indicators with respect to the case of gasoline conventional one.  
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1. Introduction 
Transport sector generates a considerable contribute to urban atmospheric pollution. European regu-

lations require reducing end-of-pipe emissions of conventional vehicles [1].  One possibility to 

strongly reduce stack emissions is to substitute them with electric ones [2]. However, battery elec-

tric vehicles (BEV) have not yet large range and a short-term possibility is to operate with hybrid 

electric vehicles, in which a thermal engine is coupled with the electric powertrain, or other alterna-

tive powertrains, e.g. fuel cell vehicles, with a significative lowering of end-of-pipe emissions [3]. 

However, comparing different types of vehicles – conventional, electric or hybrid – only on end-of-

pipe emissions basis does not seem a fair way. As a matter of fact, electric or hybrid vehicles have 

lower end-of-pipe emissions, but the environmental load for producing the charging electricity is 

simply moved to another site, i.e. the power plant site. 

From this point of view, it seems that a wider analysis should be carried out in order to evaluate the 

environmental sustainability of alternative mobility as, for example, a life cycle approach, including 

not only the driving phase, i.e. end-of-pipe emissions, but also the environmental impacts generated 

while producing electricity and the loads connected with the vehicle construction and dismantling. 

As a matter of fact, electric or hybrid vehicles require the use of batteries, which are rather envi-

ronmentally unfriendly devices. 
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According to this perspective, a wider approach should be used including all the life cycle stages of 

the vehicles, applying a Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) approach, as already done by several authors 

who highlighted in general the beneficial environmental effects of introducing electric and hybrid 

vehicles [4-5]. 

In particular, the aim of this work is the comparison of the environmental performances, by LCA, of 

four types of vehicles: a conventional gasoline vehicle; a pure electric vehicle; a plug-in hybrid gas-

oline-electric vehicle; a plug-in hybrid fuel cell-battery vehicle. Several studies have already been 

carried out, aimed at comparing the life cycle impact of different kind of powertrains, but this is 

usually done by investigating the environmental sustainability of the entire vehicle rather than com-

paring the differences among the powertrains [7-8]. In those analyses, one should take into account 

that the vehicles are often produced by different manufacturers, most likely with different processes 

and, as a matter of fact, these data are rather unavailable, causing the study to be somehow rough. 

Hence, in the present study, the same vehicle has been supposed to be re-engineered as to complete-

ly change its powertrain and represent the different vehicles to be compared. This way, the attention 

can be focused only on the powertrain differences and inefficiencies, with the added value of avoid-

ing further assumptions. 

In the following, the analysis that was carried out is reported and described according to the LCA 

phases [9]: goal and scope definition, inventory analysis, impact assessment and interpretation and 

improvement, in terms of sensitivity analysis. 

2. Life cycle assessment: goal and scope definition 
The goal definition is the first phase of the LCA in which the purpose of the study is described. It 

identifies and defines the object of the assessment. 

The goal of this study is to compare, on a life cycle perspective, the environmental performances of 

four types of vehicles: a conventional gasoline vehicle; a pure electric vehicle; a plug-in hybrid gas-

oline-electric vehicle; a plug-in hybrid fuel cell-battery vehicle. The electric and hybrid vehicles 

were obtained by repowering a conventional vehicle, substituting the thermal powertrain with the 

appropriate elements for each of the three possibilities [10-11], in order to keep a fair study case for 

comparison.  

The original vehicle was a GM Chevrolet Malibu, which is equipped with a gasoline straight-4 pis-

tons LE5 engine of the GM Family II [12], whose main specifications are summarized on the left of 

Table 1. 

Table 1. Engine and Motor Specifications, [12-13] 

Internal Combustion Engine Electric Motor 

Rated Power 104 kW@ 6500 rpm Rated Power 75 kW 

Maximum Torque 176 Nm@ 5000 rpm Max/Min Peak Torque 270 Nm@3000-4200 rpm 

Compression Ratio 11.2:1 Max/Min Rated Torque 130 Nm@0-5500 rpm 

Displacement 2.384 L   

 

The electric vehicle was modeled by maintaining the same Malibu vehicle glider, but replacing the 

engine with a GVK210X permanent magnet electric motor [12], whose main specifications are 

listed on the right of Table 1.  

In the repowered hybrid electric vehicle, the internal combustion engine is connected to the trans-

mission shaft by a clutch and is coupled by a belt to the electric motor. The vehicle has a parallel 

configuration, characterized by a pre-transmission architecture, chosen for its simple and economi-

cally convenient implementation in re-engineered powertrains.  

The powertrain of the plug-in hybrid fuel cell-battery vehicle consists of a polymer electrolyte 

(PEM) fuel cell (FC) and a battery pack, linked together to an electric motor by means of a DC/AC 

inverter. Thanks to the specific efficiency map [10-11], the motor can be directly linked to the front 

wheels without any transmission ratio and the gearbox is no more required. The FC can provide 



power directly to the electric motor or to the battery, or battery and FC can supply, simultaneously, 

power to the front motor. The PEM stack is composed by 750 cells in series, each of an effective 

area of 120 cm2, supplying a rated power of 21 kW, for a total occupied volume of around 0.7 m3 

[11].  

In order to make a fair comparison, the electric motor is the same for both the electric and hybrid 

vehicles. The battery pack, even adopting the same technology, has a 33-kWh energy capacity in 

the pure electric vehicle, and is downsized to a 13-kWh pack for the hybrid powertrains, thanks to 

the extended range allowed by the presence of fuel cell and engine, respectively.  

The functional unit is represented by the total length of the driving path – equal to 200000 km – 

considering a life time for the vehicles of 10 years and 20000 km/y of driving, divided into about 

11000 km/y on extra-urban/ highway routes and about 9000 km/y on urban roads. 

The boundary of the studied system, represented in a simplified way in Fig. 1, for each type of ve-

hicle, includes three distinct phases for the vehicle life cycle: construction, use and end-of-life. For 

each of them, the entering energy and material flows were considered. For each material and each 

energy carrier flow, the inventory was reconstructed up-stream to raw materials extraction, through 

the use of appropriate records available in ecoinvent 2.2 [14].  

In particular, during the use phase, the production processes of the specific energy carrier – gaso-

line, electricity, hydrogen - was considered, including the sub-process that is usually addressed to as 

well-to-wheel contribution in several works related to vehicle LCA [15]. Concerning electricity, 

main results are presented with reference to Italian electric energy mix record, available in ecoin-

vent database. The sensitivity to this assumption will be explored considering different country en-

ergy mixes. 

For the construction phase, according to the aim of the study, that is the comparison among the dif-

ferent powertrains, only the contributions provided by the components, which differ from one vehi-

cle to the other, were considered, as summarized in Table 2. As a matter of fact, the impacts derived 

from the construction of the other vehicle components (for example the chassis, tires, etc.) was not 

included, being the same for the four vehicles and giving the same contribution to the final parame-

ters that will be compared. On the other side, a detailed analysis of the materials present in the dif-

ferent components of the vehicle is rather uncommon in vehicle LCA studies [4-5]. Generally, these 

studies consider and report as input to the construction phase the overall amount of materials re-

quired for the entire vehicle, without details for the single components. For this reason, several es-

timations and assumptions were required to obtain values of amount of materials present in each 

component. 

Concerning the end-of-life phase, the possibility of recycling the main materials present in the con-

sidered components was included, as better detailed in the inventory paragraph. According to the 

life cycle perspective, the recycling of a given amount of a material is considered as avoided pro-

duction of the same amount of material from raw substances. This is transformed into an avoided 

effect in the environmental balance, i.e. negative values of the environmental impacts. 

Table 2.  Powertrain components which differ in the four types of vehicle. 

Type of vehicle Gasoline Electric Gasoline-electric Fuel cell-battery 

Components Thermal engine 

Transmission 

Catalytic converter 

Electric motor 

Inverter 

Battery 

Thermal engine 

Transmission 

Catalytic converter 

Electric motor 

Inverter 

Battery  

Fuel cell  

H2 tank 

Electric motor 

Inverter 

Battery  

 



 

Fig. 1.  Simplified description of the boundaries of the studied systems. 

3. Life cycle assessment: inventory analysis 
In this phase, all the inputs and outputs occurring in the life cycle of the systems previously defined 

are inventoried to perform a quantitative description of all flows of materials and energy across the 

system boundary, either into or out of the system itself.  

3.1 – Construction 

As already mentioned above, for the materials flows related to the construction phase, only the 

components listed in Table 2 were considered, namely: engine, transmission system (i.e. differential 

and gearbox), catalytic converter, electric motor, inverter, fuel cell, hydrogen tank and battery 

packs. 

For the engine, manufacturer datasheets are available online, which include a list of the main mate-

rials composition [12]. Starting from this list, the inventory for the engine and the transmission sys-

tem was carried out by using [16] as baseline and adjusting the data by discussing the issue with 

experts. Engine and transmission are common to both conventional and hybrid electric vehicles, 

which are also equipped with a catalytic converter, whose materials composition was determined as 

in [17]. A detailed list of the materials and weights considered for these components is provided in 

Table 3. 

The electric motor and the inverter are the same for the pure electric and hybrid vehicles, and their 

materials compositions were determined by literature surveys [7-8] and are listed in Table 4.  

The fuel cell consists of an air-cooled Ballard NexaTM stack and the data considered in this study 

were retrieved from: an estimation based on measured data available from a 1-kW experimental 

stack, data available online from the manufacturer website [18] and literature surveys, used as base-

line, [7-8]. For the hydrogen storage, one Quantum’s Q-liteTM Type IV tank at 200 bars was consid-

ered, [19]. Materials compositions and weights are provided in Table 5 for the fuel cell and the hy-

drogen tank.  

For the battery manufacturing phase, data were extracted from [20], where the inventory for a 10-

kWh battery - weighting 107 kg - for a plug-in vehicle is reported. The inventory was scaled for our 

13-kWh battery, based on the ratio of their capacities. 

3.2 – Use 

The use phase includes the energy carriers consumption – gasoline, electricity, hydrogen – and the 

maintenance. 

In order to properly evaluate the fuel/energy consumptions related to the use phase of each configu-

ration, a simulator - developed in Matlab/Simulink - was used. The tool has already been presented 

in [10] for the conventional and gasoline hybrid vehicles and in [11] for the fuel cell hybrid vehicle, 

and consists of a quasi-static forward-looking model of the entire vehicle. It includes a driver’s 

model based on a PID controller, steady-state performance maps for each power source, i.e. engine, 

motor and fuel cell, a zero-dimensional equivalent circuit model for the battery, and it computes 

vehicle velocity and fuel consumption by solving the longitudinal dynamics of the vehicle. Being 



modular in nature, a modification of the same simulator has allowed modeling the pure electric ve-

hicle, as well. 

Table 3. Materials and weights considered for ICE, transmission system and catalytic converter, 

[12], [16-17]. 

Internal Combustion Engine Transmission Catalytic Converter 

Material Weight [kg] Material Weight [kg] Material Weight [kg] 

Cast aluminum 80 Cast iron 70 Kaolin 0.194 

Composite 0.3 Cast Aluminum 10 Talc 0.357 

Molybdenum and iron alloy 6   Alumina 0.370 

Iron 34   Aluminum hydroxide 0.172 

Steel 2   Silica 96  10-3 

    Rare earth oxide 10.7  10-3 

    Lanthanum oxide 3.02  10-3 

    Platinum 0.25  10-3 

    Rhodium 0.05  10-3 

    Stainless Steel (409) 3.865 

    Cardboard 0.8376 

TOTAL 122.3 TOTAL 80 TOTAL 5.9 

Table 4. Materials and weights considered for motor and inverter, [7-8]. 

Electric Motor Inverter 

Material Weight [kg] Material Weight [kg] 

Copper 4 Copper 2 

Steel 49 Insulation material 0.2 

Rare Earth 1.5 Silica 0.5 

  

Ferrite 5 

TOTAL 54.5 TOTAL 7.7 

Table 5. Materials and weights considered for FC and hydrogen tank, [18-19]. 

Fuel Cell Hydrogen Tank 

Material Weight [kg] Material Weight [kg] 

Graphite 23 Aluminum 20.13 

Steel 13 Glass Fiber 36.6 

PTFE polymer 11 Steel 40.27 

Electronic components 1.4   

Platinum 0.15   

TOTAL 48.55 TOTAL 61 

 

For evaluation of fuel/energy consumptions, a set of different driving cycles was considered to 

achieve the aforementioned 11000 km/y of extraurban/highway missions and 9000 km/y of urban 

paths. A Federal Highway Driving Schedule (FHDS) was considered for reproducing highways, 

while for the extraurban paths, four standard schedules - Federal Urban Driving Schedule (FUDS), 

Artemis Extra Urban, Vail and NREL - plus two real driving cycles - Arco Merano and Aachen - 

were employed. The urban pathway was simulated by using a 45-km Artemis Urban cycle in order 

to reproduce a typical round trip between home and workplace, and this cycle was assumed to be 

repeated 213 times per year. 

Results obtained with the aforementioned tool are listed in Table 6 for each of the four configura-

tions. 

From simulations, the 33-kWh battery of the pure electric vehicle has been demonstrated to guaran-

tee a range of 90 km on average (i.e. considering mixed pathways), while the 13-kWh battery pack 

of the hybrid vehicles allows for an average all-electric range of around 30 km. Under these consid-

erations, the electric vehicle battery needs at least one charge during extraurban/highway trips (total 



lengths from 140 to 270 km), while the urban mission can be accomplished two times per battery 

full charge. At the end of each driving pattern, the battery charge was considered to be fully re-

stored, regardless of the value of the final state of charge (SoC).  

On the other hand, owe to the extended range guaranteed by the presence of engine and fuel cell, 

respectively, the hybrid powertrains do not require an on-going charge during extraurban/highway 

trips, but the control strategy, implemented in each simulator [10-11], assures that a 0.3 final SoC is 

achieved at the end of each trip. This value was selected as a trade-off between the need of using the 

highest amount of energy stored in the battery and the need of preventing battery wear. Hence, the 

electricity consumption for the hybrid vehicles can be easily calculated as the electric energy re-

quired to restore battery full charge from 0.3 SoC. 

Table 6. Fuel/Energy total consumptions for each vehicle, [10-11]. 

Type of vehicle Driving Mission 
Gasoline Hydrogen Electricity 

kg kg kWh 

Conventional ExtraUrban + Highway 7137 0 0 

 
Urban 6345 0 0 

 
TOTAL 

 
13482 0 0 

Pure Electric ExtraUrban + Highway 0 0 10602 

 
Urban 0 0 8099 

 
TOTAL 

 
0 0 18701 

FC/battery ExtraUrban + Highway 0 817 760 

 
Urban 0 616 16199 

 
TOTAL 

 
0 1433 16959 

Hybrid electric ExtraUrban + Highway 3075 0 760 

 
Urban 761.6 0 16199 

 TOTAL 3837 0 16959 

 

Finally, for hydrogen production, an autothermal natural gas reforming process was considered, 

with a conversion efficiency of around 85% [21]. Thus, a total amount of 5101 kg of natural gas is 

needed to produce the hydrogen consumed during ten years. The CO2 emissions from natural gas 

reforming were accounted for. 

The impacts related to the production processes of gasoline, natural gas and electricity were consid-

ered using the appropriate record of ecoinvent. In particular, main results were calculated with the 

assumption that the electric and hybrid vehicles are used in Italy, and the Italian electric energy mix 

was used for recharging operations. Further calculations, considering the usage of the electric and 

hybrid vehicles in other countries, such as USA and France, were also performed by using the ap-

propriate record of ecoinvent for electricity. No specific assumptions were made for other electric 

consumptions during the life cycle of the four vehicles, thus the energy mix change will not influ-

ence the CC and CED values of the conventional gasoline vehicle. 

For the maintenance stage, within the functional unit of 200000 km, the tires were supposed to be 

replaced the same number of times for each configuration and thus, for the same  reasoning applied 

to the other components common to all the vehicles, these elements were not considered in the 

analysis. For the engine oil, a complete replacement after 20000 km was considered [22]. 

The battery packs, even being of different sizes, were all considered to be replaced at least once 

during the vehicles life span. This cautious assumption is mainly due to the plug-in nature of these 

vehicles, which makes the battery experience several charging and discharging cycles, which often 

result in an irreversible battery damage.  

3.3 – End-of-life 

For the end-of-life phase, batteries were assumed to be disposed, since the new recycling technolo-

gy, needed for LiFePO4 batteries, is not yet commercially available [20]. Disposal process was 



modeled according to the ecoinvent record “1 kg Disposal, Li-ions batteries, mixed technolo-

gy/GLO S”. 

For each device, the consumptions for the dismantling phase were accounted for on the basis of the 

total weight (using the ecoinvent record “1 kg Dismantling, industrial devices, mechanically, at 

plant/GLO S”). Then, for steel, iron, ferrite, iron alloys, cast iron and copper recycling at 80% was 

assumed; for aluminum, cast aluminum, platinum and rhodium recycling at 90% was assumed. For 

all the remaining materials disposal to landfill was assumed. 

4. Results: impact assessment 
Results are presented according to Life Cycle Impact Assessment, which examines the mass and 

energy inventory input and output data for a product system to translate these data to better identify 

their possible environmental relevance and significance. This translation uses, where possible, nu-

merical indicators for specific subjects or categories, that reflect in some manner the system envi-

ronmental loading or resources depletion for that category. These indicators, then, constitute an en-

vironmental loading and resources depletion profile for a system. This profile, with possible further 

analysis and weighting, is intended to provide an additional useful perspective on the possible envi-

ronmental significance in one or more general areas of resources, natural environment and human 

health. 

In this study, environmental indicators according to Cumulative Energy Demand (CED) and Cli-

mate Change (CC) methods were used, as calculated by SimaPro 7.3 software [23]. 

CED indicator is the sum of different impact categories divided into non-renewables (fossil, nuclear 

and primary forest) and renewables (biomass, wind, solar, geothermal and water). The underpinning 

idea for the CED calculation is that all energy carriers have an intrinsic value. This intrinsic value is 

determined by the amount of energy withdrawn from nature. The intrinsic value of energy resources 

is expressed in MJ-equivalents, in order to make comparable the different impact categories. In or-

der to get a total (cumulative) energy demand, each impact category is given the weighting factor 1. 

The compared systems are concerned with energy conversion, being their purpose the conversion of 

different types of energy – i.e. gasoline, electricity, hydrogen – into the useful effect of passenger 

mobility. For this reason, the CED indicator was selected as an important indicator, in reference to 

the systems purpose, for describing the differences in energy resources use of the compared sys-

tems. 

Similarly, when energy conversion is the main topic, the other inalienable environmental indicator 

to be calculated is CC, being a direct effect of fossil energy resource use. 

CC indicator is calculated considering the different gaseous emissions according to their global 

warming potential (GWP): values published by the IPCC’s Fourth Assessment Report [24]. CC is 

expressed in kg of equivalent CO2. 

At the time of writing, additional modeling of other impacts is on-going, including direct impacts 

on the human health, strongly related to the end-of-pipe emissions, in order to obtain a broader 

characterization of the compared processes.   

4.1 – Contribution analysis 

Figures 2 show the percentage contributions from the different life cycle phases, namely construc-

tion, use and dismantling, to the total values of CC and CED for the four analyzed vehicle life cy-

cles. First of all, one should notice that the two selected indicators behave according to the same 

trends for the four cases, as expected, being the CED dominated by the fossil energy consumption 

and the CC directly linked to such exploitation. Hence, for this comparison there is not any added 

value in considering both of them, while we anticipate that different behaviors are highlighted when 

different energy mixes will be considered. 

Looking at the conventional vehicle case (Fig. 2a), the use phase contributes for about 99,8% to the 

total of both CC and CED, with the consumption of fuel being responsible for about 99,6%, while 



maintenance represents the 0.05-0.2%, for CC and CED, respectively. The construction contribution 

to CC and CED is only 1-1.1%, respectively. The end-of-life phase has a negative contribution 

(CC:-0.7%; CED:-0.9%), thanks to the avoided effect related to material recycling. Thus, in the sus-

tainable mobility perspective, it is evident that reducing the impact of the fuel consumption use is 

the main route to be pursued.  

The situation is, instead, rather different for the electric vehicle case (Fig. 2b). The use phase con-

tributes for about 70.1-73.9%, CC and CED, respectively, with the electric consumption being re-

sponsible for about 42.1% to CC and 49.4% to CED and maintenance for 28.0% to CC and 24.4% 

to CED. Construction phase contribution is 28.4-24.9%, to CC and CED, respectively. In this case 

the contribution from energy carrier consumption – i.e. electricity – is about halved with respect to 

the conventional vehicle. The maintenance phase, including the manufacturing of a new battery, 

contributes with almost the same share of the construction phase. The battery manufacturing repre-

sents the main source of impact for the construction, as reported in Table 7. For the pure electric 

vehicle, also the end-of-life phase provides a positive impact, mainly because of the battery dispos-

al. 

  

  

Fig. 2.  Contributions to the CC and CED indicators from the different life cycle phases of: (a) the 

conventional gasoline vehicle; (b) the pure electric vehicle; (c) the plug-in hybrid gasoline-electric 

vehicle; (d) the plug-in hybrid fuel cell-battery. 

For the plug-in hybrid gasoline-electric vehicle case (Fig. 2c), the use phase represents 89.1-91% of 

total CC and CED, respectively, with the energy carriers consumption being responsible for about 

79.3% to CC and 82.6% to CED and maintenance for 9.8% to CC and 8.4% to CED. The impact of 

the energy carriers consumption is divided between electricity and gasoline as 33.4% and 45.9% for 

CC and as 37.4% and 45.2% for CED. Construction phase contribution is 11.6% to total CC, with 

10% from electric part, and 10.1% to total CED, with 8.4% from electric part. End-of-life contribu-

tion is negative and equal to -0.7% to CC and -1.1% to CED, with the negative values coming from 

the recycling of the materials from the devices of the conventional part. 

For the plug-in hybrid fuel cell-battery vehicle case (Fig. 2d), the use phase represents 79.0-90.4%, 

of total CC and CED respectively, with the energy carriers consumption being responsible for about 



70.2% to CC and 83.2% to CED and maintenance for 8.9% to CC and 7.1% to CED. The impact of 

the energy carriers consumption is divided between electricity and hydrogen as 30.6% and 39.6% 

for CC and as 33.2% and 50.1% for CED. Construction phase contribution is 26.2% to total CC, 

with 17.1% from fuel cell part, and 16.5% to total CED, with 9.1% from fuel cell part. 

Table 7. Contributions of the manufacturing of different devices to the construction phase of the 

pure electric vehicle. 

 
Construction phase 

Motor Inverter Battery 

CED [%]  1.4% 0.2% 98.4% 

CC [%] 1.1% 0.1% 98.8% 

 

4.2 – Comparison 

In order to make a sort of scoring – according to the selected environmental impact indicators – of 

the four different types of powertrains, the total values calculated for CED and CC are reported in 

Fig. 3. The scoring according to CC agrees to the one according to CED, as expected, and for the 

reasons already mentioned above. The best performances are achieved by the pure electric vehicle, 

while the worst ones are provided by the conventional gasoline vehicle, confirming that the long-

term solution for the sustainable private mobility is the electric propulsion. Substituting a conven-

tional gasoline vehicle with the corresponding pure electric one provides a reduction of the total 

value of CC of about 46% and a reduction of the total value of CED of about 48%. 

The use of the plug-in hybrid gasoline-electric vehicle in place of the conventional gasoline one al-

lows for the reduction of 38% and 37% of CC and CED, respectively. Thus, even if a lower benefit 

is accomplished with respect to the pure electric case, the replacement of gasoline vehicles with 

gasoline-electric hybrid ones still would supply a substantial improvement in reducing the contribu-

tion to global warming and energy resources depletion from private mobility sector. 

The use of a plug-in hybrid fuel cell-battery vehicle in place of a conventional gasoline one offers 

the lowest reduction, but still of valuable amount, being the CC and CED values lower than 32% 

and 29%, respectively, with respect to the values calculated for the gasoline case. 

Table 8 shows the values of specific production of CC per unit of traveled distance, over the life 

cycle (i.e. 200000 km). 

Table 8. Specific CC production per unit of travelled distance (g/km). 

Pure electric vehicle 
Plug-in hybrid gasoline-electric 

vehicle 

Plug-in hybrid fuel cell-

battery vehicle 
Conventional gasoline vehicle 

143 163 178 263 

4.3 - Sensitivity analysis to energy mix assumption 

As we stated in the goal and definition section, the main results presented in the previous paragraph 

were calculated with reference to Italian electric energy mix record, available in ecoinvent database. 

Of course, if we modify this assumption, results change, according to the different country energy 

mixes. With the aim of representing different energy mixes, we considered the cases of USA and 

France. The calculated values of the overall CC and CED indicators for the life cycle of the electric 

and hybrid vehicles are shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, respectively. 

 



 

Fig. 3.  Comparison of total values of CC and CED indicators for the different vehicles. 

In the USA electricity production, the fossil fuel use is higher than in Italy and thus the CC specific 

emission per unit of produced electricity is higher (0.214 kgCO2eq/MJ in USA vs. 0.178 

kgCO2eq/MJ in Italy). The CED specific value per unit of produced electricity is higher in USA 

than in Italy, as well (3.558 MJ/MJ in USA vs. 2.983 MJ/MJ in Italy). 

In France, the fossil fuel use is lower than in Italy and thus the CC specific emission per unit of 

produced electricity is lower as well (0.026 kgCO2eq/MJ in France). The CED specific value per 

unit of produced electricity is, instead, higher in France than in Italy, mainly because of the promi-

nent use of nuclear energy (3.411 MJ/MJ in France). 

The substitution of a conventional gasoline vehicle with an electric one in the USA reduces the CC 

indicator by 41% (the reduction is 46% in Italy). The same substitution in France reduces the CC 

indicator by 65%. France emerges as the best country, among the three, for applying the electric 

vehicle with the aim of reducing greenhouse effect. On the contrary, there is not such a difference 

when considering the CED indicator. Italy is the best country, among the three, for applying the 

electric vehicle with the aim of reducing energy natural resource depletion. 

Thus, performing specific evaluations for different countries is very important and it is also very 

important to include in future studies the analysis of expected changes in the countries energy mix-

es, considering the wished increase of the renewable share and the reduction of carbon dioxide 

emissions, according to a dynamic view of the studied systems. In this perspective, the massive in-

troduction into the market of both electric and hybrid vehicles for the private mobility can play an 

even more significative role in reducing the contribution of this sector to global warming. 

 

  

Fig. 4.  Comparison of total values of CC indi-

cator for the different vehicles in Italy, France 

and USA. 

Fig. 5.  Comparison of total values of CED indi-

cator for the different vehicles in Italy, France 

and USA. 

 



6. Conclusions 
In this study we compared, by means of Life Cycle Assessment (LCA), the environmental perfor-

mances of four types of vehicles: a conventional gasoline vehicle; a pure electric vehicle; a plug-in 

hybrid gasoline-electric vehicle; a plug-in hybrid fuel cell-battery vehicle. The electric and hybrid 

vehicles were obtained by repowering a conventional vehicle, substituting the thermal powertrain 

with the appropriate elements for each of the three alternative possibilities, in order to keep a fair 

study case for comparison. As indicators of the environmental impacts of the studied systems, we 

selected Cumulative Energy Demand (CED) and Climate Change (CC). 

Analyzing the contributions of the different life cycle phases to the total values of the calculated 

indicators, we highlighted that, while for the conventional gasoline vehicle almost the entire values 

calculated for CC and CED indicators are due to fuel usage (fuel represents more than 99% of the 

total CC and CED), for the electric and hybrid vehicles, this contribution is reduced in the range 70-

91%, depending on the vehicle and on the indicator (fuel/energy carriers represent a contribution 

between 70 and 90% of the total CC and CED), as the construction phase, dominated by the battery 

and fuel cell manufacturing processes, conquers a higher relative importance. 

Nevertheless, the electric and hybrid vehicles allow for a significative reduction, in the range 29-

48% (depending on the type of vehicle and on the indicator), of CC and CED indicators with re-

spect to the case of gasoline conventional one. The best results are provided by the pure electric ve-

hicle, confirming that the switch to such type of vehicles for the private mobility – on the medium-

term perspective when the driving range will be improved - would allow for a significative contri-

bution to the reduction of global warming and fossil resource depletion. However, also the gradual 

substitution of hybrid vehicles to conventional ones in the short-term perspective – feasible thanks 

to the already available improved range of driving distance with respect to the actual ranges reacha-

ble by pure electric vehicles – would supply significative reduction of global warming and fossil 

resource depletion. 

The reported results are strongly dependent on the type of electricity - i.e. electricity with fossil, re-

newable and nuclear origin, according to the country specific energy mix - that is used to feed the 

electric and hybrid vehicles. Thus, it is very important performing specific evaluations for different 

countries. It is even more important to consider that the assumptions made for the country energy 

mixes will change progressively in the future, with the expected increase of the renewable share and 

the reduction of carbon dioxide emissions for electricity production. In this perspective, the switch 

from gasoline vehicles to electric/hybrid ones will be even more favorable.  
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